Healing Sanctuaries of Greece…Ancient and Modern
with Arielle Guttman and Alexandra Karacostas

September 19-October 4, 2021

Athens

Blessings on our Journey!
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Our journey includes:
Athens•Eleufsis•Nafplio
Epidavros• Mycenae• The Peloponnese
Livadia•Kamena Vourla•
Pelion Peninsula
Mount Olympus and Thessaloniki (just added!)
Island of Kos
Greece is a beautiful country with a rich heritage. She has an exquisite blend of age-old and modern architecture
and culture evidenced almost everywhere you look. Athens itself offers a combination of first world contemporary
lifestyle amenities juxtaposed against remnants of a more forgotten way of life. It is a very mountainous country,
almost 80%, but you are never too far away from the sea. Greece’s climate is diverse with high snowy peaks much
of the year, perched above sandy beaches and blue water.
Be prepared for walking on uphill and downhill terrain. This tour is not recommended for those who are not able
to be physically active. We will be sending out more information about what you will need and what we suggest
you bring along.
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:

Itinerary
Sunday – September 19, 2021 – Athens
Arrival in Athens (3 nts) – Athens Gate Hotel
Welcome to Greece! Our hotel is located next to the Temple of Zeus with lovely views of this stunning architectural site
from antiquity. Restaurants, shops and the Acropolis are all at our feet and nearby. Relax and rest up for our tour
beginning on Monday.

Monday – September 20 – Athens
The day is free to enjoy the wonderful treasures of Athens, both old and new. In the early evening we will enjoy
welcome drink and introductions at the hotel followed by mezes under the full moon on our roof top hotel and
beneath the spectacular Acropolis.

Tuesday – September 21– Athens
Morning tour to the Asklepius Temple at the Acropolis. Then, at 4:30pm, we will meet at the National Archaeological
Museum, where fabulous treasures from ancient Greece are housed, including the Antikythera Mechanism, the
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oldest known computer, and the Santorini frescoes. The evening is free to enjoy old Athens on your own exploring
the Plaka and Psyri areas with their open-air markets selling everything from A to Z.

Acropolis, Athens
The Acropolis of Athens and its monuments are universal
symbols of the classical spirit and civilization and form the
greatest architectural and artistic complex bequeathed by
Greek Antiquity to the world. In the second half of the fifth
century BC Athens, following the victory against the
Persians and the establishment of democracy, took a
leading position amongst the other city-states of the
ancient world. In the age that followed, as thought and art
flourished, an exceptional group of artists put into effect
the ambitious plans of Athenian statesman Pericles and,
under the inspired guidance of the sculptor Pheidias,
transformed the rocky hill into a unique monument of
thought and the arts. The most important monuments were built during that time: the Parthenon, built by Ictnus, the
Erechtheon, the Propylaea, the monumental entrance to the Acropolis, designed by Mnesicles and the small temple
Athena Nike.
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Wednesday – September 22 -25 – Nafplio
Travel to Nafplio- (3nts) Amalia Hotel
Eleusis -The Temple of Demeter.
After a leisurely breakfast, we depart for the sanctuary of Demeter at Eleusis. This is
one of Greece’s most sacred sites, honoring Demeter and her daughter Persephone, who
are the subject in one of the most well-known stories of Greek Mythology.
We continue our journey to the picturesque town of Nafplio. From here we have the
option of going to Mycenae, Epidaurus, and the Baths of Hera.

This quaint seaport town was the capital of the First Hellenic Republic and of the Kingdom
of Greece. Nafplio is one of the most romantic towns in Greece!
Along the way we cross the Corinth Canal, and stop for a brief break.
This canal is a modern wonder of the world in terms of engineering
and construction. With its impressive views, the canal, completed in 1893,

connects the Saronic Gulf with the Aegean Sea.

Thursday – September 23 - Nafplio
After breakfast we have an optional discussion about Asclepius and the world of healing and dreams. In
the afternoon there is a tour to Epidavros. We return in the afternoon with free time to shop, swim in
the hotel’s pool, go to the beach, explore and eat or simply relax on the extensive hotel grounds
property.
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Epidavros- Believed to be the birthplace of
Apollo's son Asclepius the healer, Epidaurus was
known for its sanctuary situated about five miles
from the town, as well as its theater, which is
once again in use today.
Asclepius, the most important healer god of
antiquity, brought prosperity to the sanctuary.
The Asclepeion at Epidaurus was the most celebrated healing center of the Classical world. To
find out the right cure for their ailments, they spent a night in the enkoimeteria, a big sleeping
hall. In their dreams, the god himself would advise them what they had to do to regain their
health. The ancient theatre of Epidaurus was constructed in the 4th century BC. The original 34
rows were extended in Roman times by another 21 rows. As is usual for Greek theatres (and as
opposed to Roman ones), the view on a lush landscape behind the skênê is an integral part of the
theatre itself, which seats up to 14,000 people. The theatre has exceptional acoustics, which
permit almost perfect intelligibility of unamplified spoken words from the stage to all 14,000
spectators, regardless of their seating.
Friday – September 24 - Nafplio
Today we have an optional tour to Mycenae. For those who have been before or do not wish to go,
Arielle will escort a group to the Nafplio Archaeological Museum. It is small but loaded with treasures.

Mycenae- (1600 BC to about 1100 BC) was one of the major centers of Greek civilization, a military
stronghold which dominated much of southern Greece. Mycenae is described as a ‘well-founded citadel’,
and as ‘golden Mycenae’, supported by the recovery of over 15 kilograms of gold objects recovered from
the shaft graves in the acropolis.
In Greek mythology the city was founded by Perseus, the greatest Greek hero and slayer of monsters
before the days of Heracles. Perseus beheaded the Gorgon Medusa and saved Andromeda from the
sea monster Cetus.
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Saturday – September 25
Travel to Livadia and continue to Kamena Vourla (2nts) Galini Wellness Spa and Resort
After breakfast, we will depart for our drive to the town of Livadia. We will take a leisurely walk and talk
near the Oracle of Trophonius, a series of caves
against the springs and river.
The Oracle of Trophonius was one of the four
Oracles associated with Apollo, and probably
the most dangerous of the quartet.
The petitioner entering the temple would drink
from both the black Fountain of Memory,
Mnemosyne,
and
the
Fountain
of
Forgetfulness, Lethe, in order to prepare the
mind.
After lunch, we depart for Kamena Vourla.
Kamena Vourla - Kamena Vourla, whose name
means 'burnt rushes' became a tourist town
with hotels, restaurants, spas and oh yeah,
beaches, since it is on the sea. And the name
Ka-men-ah Vour-lah is so musical and fun to say that it is no wonder it was one of the first tourist towns
in Greece. People can pre-book spa services if interested or simply enjoy the healing, natural mineral
waters of this lovely coastal town.
Sunday – September 26 –Kamena Vourla
Today is a free day to enjoy the mineral springs, and spa services. Explore the Kamena Vourla, and its
small-town ambience next to the sea. After dinner, we can meet for a brief discussion. TBA
Monday – September 27 – 29 - Chorefto
Travel to Chorefto – Pelion Peninsula (3 nts) Hotel Hagiatis
After breakfast and another soak, we depart for the Pelion Peninsula around 12:30pm. We will take a
break at Volos, for lunch and shopping. Affectionately known as the City of the Argonauts, in Greek
mythology, Volos was where Jason boarded the Argo on a quest for the Golden Fleece at Colchis.
Situated between Athens and Thessaloniki, combining heavenly sea and adventurous mountains as a
gateway to Mount Pelio (the Centaurs’ mountain), Volos in itself is a destination worth visiting. We arrive
at Chorefto with time to check-in, and get settled. Evening is free.
Chorefto on the Pelio Peninsula is a forgotten gem, this small village on the rugged Pelion Peninsula is
home of the mythic Centaurs (Chiron being the most notable). Chorefto is a perfect combination of
nature where sea, mountains and sky collide in blue/green harmony. This is an uncommon tourist
destination, but so worth it!
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Tuesday – September 28

The Hagiati property is a small, traditional Inn across the street from the striking sandy and pebbly
beaches of the Aegean Sea. Here, everyone will have their own rooms except for couples, unless it is
requested. After breakfast we will gather on the grounds for qi-gong/meditation/discussion in group
circle. There will be a talk on the current planetary archetypes.
Though this is optional, we hope you will join us. For those interested, Alexandra will lead a hike up the
coast on a path through beaches and olive groves up towards the small, long-established village of Pouri.
This is a day of relaxation, reflection and enjoying walks along the lovely beach and seashore.
In the evening, we will relish a delicious and local meal at a restaurant on the beach.

Wednesday – September 29 - Chorefto
After breakfast, we will meet on the patio for a group-circle for dream sharing. We will also discuss
Chiron in Aries and its present position in the US chart as we approach a 50-year Chiron return in the
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nation’s horoscope. What does this mean for the healing of the USA? This corresponds to our nations’
upcoming Pluto return.
A local guide will come to speak to us about Chiron Cave and the local flora and fauna.

Today we also will go to the small, traditional mountain village of Kissos and sit the old church of Agia
Marina, an 11th century structure. This church dates back to the 17th century, is located in Kissos.
The church was built in 1650 during the Turkish occupation of Greece. It is beautifully decorated inside
with frescoes and wooden carved iconostases. We will do our best to organize a tour of the inside as it
is usually closed to tourists. The village is also the site of the Ecclesiastic Museum of Agia Marina.
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NEW ~ JUST ADDED
Thursday – September 30
Mount Olympus, Thessaloniki and fly to the island of Kos

Mount Olympus is notable in Greek mythology as the home of the Greek gods and goddesses. Rising to
9, 570 ft, it is also noted for its exceptional beauty, biodiversity and rich fauna. Boasting 52 peaks and
deep gorges, Mount Olympus is one of the highest peaks in Europe. It is Greece’s first National Park and
is also a World Biosphere Reserve.

Thessaloniki—Greece’s 2nd largest city—we will arrive here in the late afternoon, enjoying a stroll and
an opportunity to have dinner at one of its lovely seaside restaurants before our flight to Kos.
Island of Kos – (4nts) Aktis Art Hotel
Arrive at the airport and go to hotel after a full day of exploring and sightseeing on the mainland.
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Kos Island - Long, narrow, scenic Kos lies just off the Asia Minor coast, tied with Karpathos
as the second largest in the Dodecanese group. With long sandy beaches, a balmy climate
and monuments from various historical eras, Kos is a popular destination. But despite its
touristic role, Kos is in fact renown for being the home of “The Father of Modern
Medicine”— Hippocrates. It is one of the most fertile Greek islands, with rich volcanic soil
and an adequate water supply from its single mountain range. In addition to exploring the
Asklepion, we will also have an afternoon at the Thermal Hot Springs, a delightful pool of hot
mineral water adjacent to the sea.
Friday – October 1
After breakfast we will meet and talk about the Chiron – Mars and Sun opposition. These male
archetypes, symbolized by the Sun and Mars and Chiron in the sign of Aries, point to pain and wounding.
This is a good time to think about and release old grief and sorrow. This applies to the world, the USA
and begins with each one of us.
Afterwards, we embark on an excursion and guided tour to the Asclepian site of Kos, home of
Hippocrates.
Saturday—October 2
Today we are free to wander around the area near the hotel which is filled with shops and treasures. In
the afternoon, we will take an (optional) excursion to Therma Beach where there are hot springs in which
to bathe, adjacent to the sea. It is an exhilarating feeling to go from the hot mineral water to the cooler
sea water and back. Truly, a healing experience.
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Sunday – October 3 – Kos
In the morning we meet for discussion. TBA Day on own to discover the sites of old town, swim at the
beach or rent bicycles to explore the island. Tonight, we get together for our special, farewell dinner
celebrating the time we have spent together on this healing journey!
Monday – October 4 – Kos onward …
Today is the end of tour. Everyone disperses after breakfast for Athens airport or other destinations
along the way home. Adio kai panda kala ~ May you always be well!

Kalo taxidi! Safe and pleasant travels!
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Charged with inspiration, new friendships, and blessings from the Gods,
we part ways, ready to share the revelation!

Rates include:
•

15 days, 15 nights of expert touring through Greece with your guides Alexandra
& Arielle

•

15 nights at mostly 4* hotels – not offered everywhere

•

Welcome drink and traditional Greek “mezes” at our hotel

•

Farewell dinner in Kos on last night of tour

•

Daily generous and delicious buffet breakfast.

•

3 additional dinners, 1 lunch including local beverages

•

All gratuities for guides and bus driver

•

Most entry fees (except for optional tours—i.e., Archaeo National Museums)

•

Deluxe/comfortable coach throughout our tour • Flight to Kos from Thessaloniki, transfer to
hotel

•

English speaking qualified guides for: Athens Sightseeing, Eleufsis, Mycenae, Pelio, Kos and as
needed.

Tour does NOT include the following:
•

Airfare and transfers to/from Greece

•

Any drinks not mentioned above

•

There are unique and interesting items for purchase in Greece- Reserve some shopping
money

•

For assistance with travel from Kos onward, inter-island travel before or after tour, or other travel needs,
please contact our outstanding travel agent, Irene Komatseli at irene@travel-smart.gr.

Contact Information
Alexandra Karacostas, (530) 520-9992 | alexandrakaracostas@yahoo.com
Arielle Guttman at arielle@sophiavenus.com
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Alexandra is a Greek-American living in northern California. She grew up in Greece, and
continues to work and travel there frequently. She has traveled extensively and particularly
throughout Greece. Over the decades she has lived in various areas of the country. As a
child, Alexandra was surrounded by her large, Greek extended family and a strong
matriarchal lineage. Magic, dreams, myths, delicious food and nature remain a vibrant part
of her life today. With over 24 years in the travel industry, Alexandra now enjoys leading
small, specialized tours to her beloved homeland, sharing its immense beauty, ancient sites
and traditional culture. Alexandra has been a student of astrology since 1975 and as of
1986 a professional astrologer, teacher, writer and workshop facilitator serving an
international clientele. Visit her website: wwwWisdomAstrology.com

This will be the 19th trip to Greece for Arielle, with this one being the 8th time she has led
small, individualized tours here. This is the 2nd tour for Arielle & Alexandra together. In
1996 she resided in a small village of Greece, among people whose roots stretched back
over a thousand years. There, she learned much about modern-day Greek life. As the coauthor of Mythic Astrology and Mythic Astrology Applied, she has visited almost all of
the sacred sites devoted to the planet asteroid archetypes of Greek myth. Besides her
extensive knowledge of Greek Mythology and her study and writings about the ancient
archeological sites, Arielle is a lover of modern Greek culture, art, food, architecture and
style. Since 1974 when Arielle entered the field of astrology, she has penned five books
on the subject. Her newest work involves Venus and the Venus Star Point® brings us
straight to the heart of our lives by identifying and living out our Venus Star Point. Contact her at:
arielle@SophiaVenus.com. Visit her websites: www.SophiaVenus.com
Throughout the tour there will be quiet moments in beautiful mountain top or seaside settings, where as a group, we
will gather for discussions and sharing about astro-mythology, dreams and insights we are experiencing on our
journey. Mornings will begin with Qi Gong, led by Rosann Lampkin. Thank you, Rosann!
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